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The NBA regular season approaching, the official NBA had officially announced the 2014-15 season salary cap the amount of $63
million 65 thousand to a record high, compared to last year increased by 7.5%. released due to the salary cap, a series of other
related data is then determined, numerical 2014-15 season triggered the luxury tax line for 76 million 829 thousand dollars,
compared to last year increased by 7.1%. < p > salary cap and the luxury tax line will also in local time on July 10 (Thursday) morning
at 0. 01 began to take effect, alliance of freezing period will also be the end, each team in the League will be able to formally and free
agent complete the signing of the contract, or transactions. < p > in accordance with the provisions of the collective bargaining
agreement, each team the lowest payroll for 90% of the salary cap, namely 5675.9 million; and current collective bargaining
agreement stipulates the middle class exceptions as team salary level of different can be divided into three files: not to pay taxes on
their team, the 2014-15 season produced exceptional case amount to 530.5 million dollars, tax team middle amount for 3.278 million
dollars, and total salary not to team salary cap, can use value $273.2 million mid-level exception. < p > at the top of the pay
restrictions. Players with 0-6 years of age of up to 14.7 million salary contract; 7 to 9 years of age players, this amount is 17.7 million
dollars; and had been more than 10 years of veteran, top paid value of $20.6 million (LeBron James of the new contract starting
salary expected is the figure). According to the NBA salary cap increase this year estimated value 2015-16 season, expected salary
cap of $66 million, and the luxury tax line rose to $80 million. also, because last season's league basketball related benefit from the
settlement results released, the teams needed for the luxury tax payments are finally determined. Luxury lineup of the snare of the
Brooklyn nets will eventually pay 9057 million luxury tax. This figure a and an NBA record. In 2001 the luxury tax was born so far, a total
of only three teams to pay the total amount more than $90 million, and the nets unexpectedly a year pay so much. Additional costs on
the huge nets, last season's spending on player salary of over $197 million! So in 2013-14. The Brooklyn nets are all 30 NBA teams
loss the biggest teams and their cumulative loss amount reached 1.44 billion U. s.dollars. < p > in addition to the nets, altogether has
four other teams team also need for the 2013-14 season salary investment pay taxes, they are the New York Knicks (36.3 million),
Miami (14.4 million), the Los Angeles Lakers (890 million) and the Los Angeles Clippers (1.3 million). And every team that does not
pay taxes will be divided into 3 million dollars. we made news, never care about you.
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